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Abstract In 2012, the Reggio Emilia Breast Cancer
Screening Program introduced digital mammography in
all its facilities at the same time. The aim of this work
is to analyze the impact of digital mammography intro-
duction on the recall rate, detection rate, and positive pre-
dictive value. The program actively invites women aged
45–74 years. We included women screened in 2011, all of
whom underwent film-screen mammography, and all
women screened in 2012, all of whom underwent digital
mammography. Double reading was used for all mammo-
grams, with arbitration in the event of disagreement. A

total of 42,240 women underwent screen-film mammog-
raphy and 45,196 underwent digital mammography. The
recall rate increased from 3.3 to 4.4 % in the first year of
digital mammography (relative recall adjusted by age and
round 1.46, 95 % CI=1.37–1.56); the positivity rate for
each individual reading, before arbitration, rose from 3 to
5.7 %. The digital mammography recall rate decreased
during 2012: after 12 months, it was similar to the recall
rate with screen-film mammography. The detection rate
was similar: 5.9/1000 and 5.2/1000 with screen-film and
digital mammography, respectively (adjusted relative

Key Points • The introduction of digital mammography in screening
produced an initial increase in the recall rate.
• After 12 months, the recall rate returned to the levels achieved with
screen-film mammography.
• We did not observe any effects on the detection rate.
• We did not observe any increase in ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS)
detection.
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detection rate 0.95, 95 % CI=0.79–1.13). The relative
detection rate for ductal carcinoma in situ remained the
same. The introduction of digital mammography to our
organized screening program had a negative impact on
specificity, thereby increasing the recall rate. The effect
was limited to the first 12 months after introduction and
was attenuated by the double reading with arbitration. We
did not observe any relevant effects on the detection rate.

Keywords Breast cancer . Cancer screening .

Mammography . Specificity . Digital mammography

Introduction

An organized breast cancer screening program reduces
breast cancer mortality [1–3]. Since the 1990s, digital
mammography has been tested in screening programs,
providing evidence that its accuracy is similar to that
of screen-film mammography [4, 5]. Nevertheless, many
European screening programs have implemented digital
mammography for logistical purposes rather than be-
cause of its increased accuracy. The change was inevi-
table for this reason and also came about due to the
shortage of screen-film mammography supplies, the dif-
ficulties inherent to film machine maintenance, the need
for cumbersome film archives, and, more recently, the
lower costs of digital mammography [6].

Nevertheless, shifting from screen-film mammography
to digital mammography has a significant organizational
impact [7–13] and requires radiologists to undergo
retraining or a period of adaptation [7, 8, 14]. In fact,
several studies have shown a notable increase in recall
rates after the introduction of digital mammography in
organized screening [7, 8, 11, 13, 15–22], while the effect
on sensitivity has been controversial, with some studies
observing a slight increase in the detection rate [7, 11, 15,
20–24] and others observing no change [14, 18, 25, 26].
Even a small decrease in specificity, e.g., an increase in
the recall rate, can have a large impact on the screening
program workload and can also increase the harms caused
by false positives during screening. It is thus important to
be aware of the possible effects of switching to digital
mammography so that these effects can then be kept in
check.

In Reggio Emilia, the screening program-wide transition to
digital mammography took place in 2012.

This paper aims to describe the impact of the intro-
duction of digital mammography in the Reggio Emilia
Breast Cancer Screening Program on specificity, recall
rate, detection rate, and predictive positive value (PPV).

Materials and Methods

Setting

The province of Reggio Emilia, located in northern Italy, has a
population of around 550,000. The population-based breast can-
cer screening program has been active since 1999 and invites all
women aged 50–69 years to be screened every 2 years. In 2010,
the target population was expanded to include women aged 45–
49 years on an annual basis andwomen aged 70–74 years on a 2-
year basis. The total target population was around 60,000 wom-
en in 2011. Double reading is used for all mammograms, with
arbitration in the event of disagreement; the second reading is not
necessarily blind to the first. Mammogram readings for the six
provincial mammography centers are all performed by a single
coordinating center employing ten radiologists. All radiologists
carry out both first and second readings. Kodak was used for all
screen-film mammograms.

Data Source

The data source is the screening information system, which
collects individual data on each invitation, mammography re-
sults (individual readings and final recommendation), second-
level examinations, and final histological findings.

We evaluated the aggregated data for 2011–2012, which
included information on the age of the women invited to at-
tend, the screening round, and screening results, on whether
the examinations were digital or screen-film, the results of
each individual reading, together with the details of the first
and second radiologists, the final first-level recommendation,
and the final histological results (negative, ductal carcinoma in
situ (DCIS), invasive cancer).

We included all women screened from 1 January 2011 to 31
December 2012 in the Reggio Emilia screening program.
Women who attended spontaneously with symptoms were
excluded.

Description of the Introduction of the Digital
Mammography

In Reggio Emilia, the transition to digital mammography was
implemented on 1 January 2012 installing 11 GE Senographe
Essential direct digital systems. The readers had been trained
in digital mammography in clinical practice for at least 4–
6 months before the switch and only had limited experience
in digital mammograms for prevention performed in women
outside the screening target age.

Statistical Analyses

The study reports the recall rate, detection rate (all cancers and
DCIS only), positive predictive value, and estimated
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specificity with relative 95 % CI. All rates were adjusted by
direct standardization using the age (5-year bracket) and
screening round (first vs. subsequent) distribution of the
screened population in 2011 and in 2012.

In order to calculate the specificity (true negative/(true neg-
ative+false positive)), we estimated the true negative by
subtracting the expected number of interval cases in the first
year from the total number of negative women; interval cases
were estimated on the basis of regional estimates [27], e.g.,
10 % of screen-detected cases.

We present the monthly recall rate and PPV level trends for
the 2-year period. We tested the significance of the linear trend
using chi-squared test.

To show the variability among readers, we built logistical
models to test the effect of each individual reader, with adjust-
ments for reading type and first/second reading using two
different dependent variables: positivity (mammograms clas-
sified as positive by the reader) and false negatives (mammo-
grams classified as negative by the reader then identified as
positive in the final recommendation in which cancer was
found). To test whether the variability among readers was
higher than would be expected by chance, we built a multi-
level model, with adjustments for mammogram type and first/
second reading, in which the reader was the cluster level. The
results of the cluster level component are reported: the proba-
bility that alpha coefficient is equal to zero is the probability
that the cluster level effect is due to random fluctuations.
Analyses were performed using the STATA statistical package
version 13.

Ethics

This study was conducted in accordance with the routine qual-
ity assurance procedures established by the Local Health
Authority for its screening programs. The Reggio Emilia
Cancer Registry, which routinely collects the screening histo-
ry of each case of breast cancer, has been approved by the
Provincial Ethic Committee.

Results

During 2011–2012, 87,436 screening mammograms were
performed, all of which are included in this study. Of these,
42,240 were screen-film mammograms performed in 2011
(9722 first screening and 32,518 subsequent screening) and
45,196 were digital mammograms performed in 2012 (6311
first screen and 38,885 subsequent screening) (Table 1). There
were 485 screen-detected cancers (250 with screen-film mam-
mography and 235 with digital mammography), of which 83
were DCIS (42 with screen-film mammography and 41 with
digital mammography) (Table 1). The mean age was 56 years

(56.2 years for the screen-film mammography group and
55.7 years for the digital mammography group) (Table 1).

Comparison of Film and Digital Mammography Recall
Rates, Specificity, PPV, and Detection Rates

A total of 1388 women (3.3 %) in the screen-film mammog-
raphy group and 1986 women (4.4 %) in the digital mammog-
raphy group were recalled (Table 1).

The detection rate was higher in older women for both
screen-film and digital mammography (Table 1). The unad-
justed detection rate was higher in subsequent rounds, but age-
adjusted rates were much higher in the first screening round
than in subsequent rounds.

Taking into account age and round (first vs. subsequent),
the recall rate was lower for film-screen mammography than
for digital mammography (RR=1.46, 95 % CI=1.37–1.56)
(Table 1). Specificity increased with age until reaching a pla-
teau for women over 55 years of age (Fig. 1). The age and
screening round-adjusted detection rate was slightly lower for
digital mammography (5.4/1000) than for screen-film mam-
mography (5.7/1000), with the difference possibly being due
to a random fluctuation (RR=0.95, 95 % CI=0.79–1.13)
(Fig. 2). As a result, the positive predictive value was lower
for digital mammography than for screen-film mammography
(RR=0.70, 95 % CI=0.59–0.84). We did not observe any
difference in the detection rate for DCIS: the relative digital
vs. film-screen mammography detection rate was 0.91 (95 %
CI=0.59–1.40). In order to avoid biases due to the expansion
of the target population in 2010, we also calculated the age,
passage-adjusted relative recall rate, and detection rate for the
45–69-year-old subgroup (RR=1.50, 95 % CI=1.19–1.89;
RR=1.00, 95 % CI 0.81–1.22).

The comparison between screen-film and digital mammog-
raphy was also made within groups. The recall rate was higher
in digital mammography than in screen-film mammography
for all age groups, both during the first and subsequent screen-
ing rounds. The biggest difference was observed for the first
screening, with a recall rate for digital mammography of 9.2%
compared to 5.5 % for screen-film mammography.
Differences in detection rate between screen-film and digital
mammography were small and similar among all age groups
and screening rounds (Table 1).

Learning Curve

The recall rate changed slightly during the study periods: the
age and round-adjusted recall rate were almost stable during
2011 (screen-film mammography) (p=0.15), while in 2012
(digital mammography) (Fig. 3), the recall rate decreased from
January to December (p=0.02). In December 2012, the digital
mammography recall rate reached that of screen-film mam-
mography observed in December 2011. The positive
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predictive value recorded an opposite trend during the two
periods, decreasing in 2011 (p=0.02) and increasing in 2012
(p=0.26).

Variability Between Readers

Each mammogram was read by two radiologists and by a third
referee if the two initial diagnoses disagreed. We analyzed the
results of each individual reading and the effect of the introduc-
tion of digital mammography on the variability between readers

(Table 2). The positivity rate for each individual reading was
higher in digital mammography (RR=0.48, 95 % CI=0.43–
0.54) (Table 3). The adjusted increase in the individual radiol-
ogist positivity rate was higher than the increase in the recall
rate because double reading and arbitration reduced the impact
of the individual radiologist positivity rate on the recall rate.
The positivity rate varied between the most and the least con-
servative radiologists by about 35%. The individual radiologist
component of the variance, estimated using a multilevel model,
was small but significant (alpha=0.009; likelihood ratio of

Table 1 Overall results and results by screening round and age

Screened
women

Invasive
cancers

DCIS Recall
rate (%)

PPV (%) Detection
rate per 1000

Specificity (%)

Overall Film-screen mammography 42,240 208 42 3.3 18.0 5.9 97.3

Digital mammography 45,196 194 41 4.4 11.8 5.2 96.1

Film-screen mammography First screen 9722 34 10 5.5 8.3 4.5 95.0

Subsequent screen 32,518 174 32 2.6 24.0 6.3 98.0

Digital mammography First screen 6311 28 7 9.2 6.0 5.5 91.3

Subsequent screen 38,885 166 34 3.6 14.3 5.1 96.9

Film-screen mammography 45–49 years 14,354 30 7 4.3 6.0 2.6 95.9

50–54 years 7208 27 8 3.0 16.1 4.9 97.5

55–59 years 5405 26 6 2.3 26.2 5.9 98.3

60–64 years 5602 30 6 3.0 27.2 8.2 97.8

65–69 years 5732 35 8 2.3 32.1 7.5 98.4

70–74 years 3939 50 7 3.2 44.9 14.5 98.2

Digital mammography 45–49 years 16,144 24 14 5.9 5.1 3.0 94.4

50–54 years 7387 32 3 4.2 11.3 4.7 96.3

55–59 years 5997 28 5 3.5 15.6 5.5 97.0

60–64 years 6650 34 4 3.1 18.7 5.7 97.5

65–69 years 6039 40 8 3.4 23.6 7.9 97.4

70–74 years 2979 26 7 3.7 29.7 11.1 97.3

All invasive cancers and DCIS are included

Fig. 1 Specificity per 100
screens adjusted by age (95 %
confidence interval)
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alpha=0:chi2(df01)=59.8, p<0.0005). The recall rate variance
among readers was higher with digital than with screen-film
mammography (screen-filmmammography: alpha 0.011, 95%
CI=0.003–0.036; digital mammography: alpha 0.026, 95 %
CI=0.01–0.06), but the difference may be due to chance.

The risk of a false-negative result for each individual read-
ing was slightly, but not significantly, higher in digital mam-
mography (RR=1.2, 95 % CI=0.77–1.93) (Table 3). The sec-
ond reader had amuch lower risk of false negative, but this is a
consequence having access to the first reading result. The risk
of a false negative varied between the most and the least sen-
sitive radiologists by a factor of about two, but this variance
was not significant overall (alpha=0.07; likelihood-ratio test
of alpha=0:chibar2(01)=1.17, p>0.139) nor when stratified
by mammogram type (screen-film mammography:
likelihood-ratio test alpha=0:chibar2(01)=1.00, p=0.159;
digital mammography: likelihood-ratio test alpha=
0:chibar2(01)=0.03, p=0.427).

Discussion

In the Reggio Emilia Breast Cancer Screening Program, the
introduction of digital mammography had a non-negligible
effect on the recall rate. The effect was more pronounced
during the first few months, but was no longer detectable after
1 year. The higher recall rate did not have any significant
impact on the detection rate.

In our setting, the switch from screen-film to digital
mammography took place in all the organized screening
program facilities at the same time. The readers had
been trained in digital mammography, although not spe-
cifically within the screening setting and with the target
age group, and consequently had limited experience of
preventive mammograms. As expected, when making
the switch from clinical mammograms to preventive
mammograms, it takes longer to improve specificity
than sensitivity [7].

Fig. 2 Cancers and DCIS
detection rate per 1000 screens
adjusted by age and screening
round (95 % confidence interval)

Fig. 3 Recall rate per 100 screens
by month and mode of screening:
film-screen (2011) and digital
(2012)
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However, this rapid transformation gave us the opportunity
to measure the differences between the two screening methods
in a natural experiment.

Our results are similar to those of previous studies on sev-
eral points: many papers found lower specificity or higher
recall rates for digital vs. screen-film mammography [7, 8,
11, 13, 15–22], while only few observed similar or lower
recall rates with digital mammography when it was first intro-
duced [9, 12, 23–25, 28]. Furthermore, our observations relat-
ing to detection rates are not surprising. In fact, although most
literature and a systematic review noted higher detection rates
than for screen-film mammography [7, 11, 15, 20–24], many
other authors found no increase in detection rates or sensitivity
[14, 18, 25, 26]. Nevertheless, our data on 45–69-year-old

women shows exactly the same detection rate in the two pe-
riods. This age-related subgroup was unaffected by the expan-
sion of the target population that took place in April 2010. In
fact, the 70–74-year age groups had only recently been includ-
ed within the target age group; consequently, the actual inter-
val was between 2 and 5 years for all these women in 2011 and
for a smaller fraction in 2012.

The increased detection rate cannot be considered an in-
crease in sensitivity per se nor necessarily an advantage in
terms of breast cancer screening. Some authors have found
that the increase was almost entirely due to DCIS [14], while
another study found that digital mammography screen-
detected cancers comprised a higher proportion of high-risk
cancers in terms of genetic characteristics [29]. Only one

Table 2 Film-screen and digital mammography recall rate and detection rate by readers

Readers Film-screen
mammography

Digital
mammography

Film-screen
mammography
recall rate (%)

Digital
mammography
recall rate (%)

Film-screen
mammography
detection rate
per 1000

Digital
mammography
detection rate
per 1000

Reader a 12,371 13,752 2.9 4.8 4.4 4.5

Reader b 7060 6166 3.0 5.7 5.4 3.7

Reader c 7965 9500 2.7 6.5 4.9 4.9

Reader d 8497 7779 2.3 5.6 4.9 5.0

Reader e 5320 4519 2.6 5.3 4.5 3.8

Reader f 7117 6485 2.8 6.0 6.7 4.0

Reader g 15,175 16,075 3.4 3.6 7.4 4.9

Reader h 3692 7612 3.4 6.5 5.4 5.9

Reader i 6832 6640 3.4 5.0 4.0 4.7

Reader j 10,451 11,864 3.1 6.2 5.7 5.3

Overall 84,480 90,392 3.0 5.4 5.5 4.8

All invasive cancers and DCIS are included

Table 3 Probability of positive
results and risk of false-negative
results by order of reading,
screening round, type of
mammography, and reader.
Multivariate analysis with
Poisson model

False positive False negative

RR p value 95 % CI RR p value 95 % CI

First reader Ref. Ref.

Second reader 1.01 0.629 0.97–1.06 0.33 0.000 0.19–0.56

Film-screen mammography Ref. Ref.

Digital mammography 1.78 0.000 1.69–1.87 1.22 0.403 0.77–1.93

Reader a Ref. Ref.

Reader b 1.12 0.030 1.01–1.24 0.53 0.269 0.17–1.63

Reader c 1.20 0.000 1.10–1.32 0.64 0.338 0.26–1.59

Reader d 1.02 0.766 0.92–1.12 1.16 0.713 0.53–2.50

Reader e 1.01 0.917 0.89–1.13 0.98 0.966 0.35–2.72

Reader f 1.12 0.026 1.01–1.24 1.16 0.714 0.52–2.63

Reader g 0.90 0.018 0.83–0.98 0.35 0.024 0.14–0.87

Reader h 1.28 0.000 1.16–1.42 0.48 0.244 0.14–1.66

Reader i 1.07 0.179 0.97–1.19 0.65 0.455 0.22–1.99

Reader j 1.21 0.000 1.11–1.32 0.53 0.151 0.22–1.26
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study observed a reduction in interval cancers [20], while two
others found no effect on interval cancers [14, 30], suggesting
that not all detection rate increases will boost screening effi-
cacy, although they may lead to a rise in overdiagnosis. Our
study is not powerful enough to observe differences in DCIS
detection. However, we did not observe any increases.

In terms of induced ascertainments, the excess was only
noteworthy for the first 6 months after introduction of digital
mammography when the second-level workload was almost
doubled. After the summer, however, the number of ascertain-
ments was almost identical to that of the previous year during
the same period. Some studies analyzed trends and learning
curves and found that the effect was more pronounced in, or
limited to, the initial period. Other studies observed both a
short-term increase in the recall rate, mainly in the first year,
which then almost disappeared [8] or even fell in the long term
[14]. The short-term peak of positivity should be taken into
account when introducing digital mammography into a
screening program: in general, even a small change in the
specificity of the screening algorithm may have a major im-
pact on program organization, while the impact of sensitivity
changes only have a minor impact on organization, but a big-
ger impact on screening efficacy. In our study, there was a
bigger increase in the recall rate among women attending their
first screening round than among those attending subsequent
rounds. It is possible that the availability of previous screen-
film mammograms, which were consulted before making a
recall decision, may have partially reduced the impact of dig-
ital mammography on the recall rate.

Finally, it is worth noting that the effect was not identical
for all radiologists: the recall rate variability among radiolo-
gists rose slightly. The use of double reading in our program,
accompanied by arbitration in the event of disagreements,
must have reduced the impact of the introduction of digital
mammography on the recall rate. In order to control the loss of
specificity during the initial period of digital mammography
implementation, it may therefore be a good strategy to have
the most experienced digital mammography radiologists arbi-
trating as the third reader.

Strengths and Limitations

One of the strengths of our study was that the data used was
collected as part of a routine screening program rather than
from a research setting. What we observed is probably what
would happen in many other routine screening programs in-
troducing digital mammography. On the other hand, our com-
parison does not come from a randomized design and it is
therefore impossible to rule out changes in the incidence and
prevalence of breast cancer during the study period. We did
not have enough follow-up time to analyze interval cancers
after digital mammography or the detection rate of advanced
cancer during subsequent rounds: these are the only two

indicators that can measure screening sensitivity. We therefore
plan to carry out all these analyses over the next few years.
Furthermore, although a large number of women were includ-
ed in the study, the number of cancers was small. Thus, even
considerable differences in the sensitivity of the two screening
techniques could not be detected as statistically significant and
it was difficult to study the learning curve for sensitivity.

Conclusions

The introduction of digital mammography in our organized
screening programs led to an increased recall rate. The effect
was limited to the first few months after the introduction and
was attenuated by the double reading with arbitration. We did
not observe any effect on detection rate.
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